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Foreword
For some years now I have taught in Australia

touring different states and cities. On one

occasion I was in Melbourne and the organizer

of the workshop hosted a party for me to which

he invited all the top artists in the Melbourne

area* It was a great evening and there was

a tremendous sense of camaraderie* I soon

became aware that I had been introduced to

a nucleus of world-class watercolorists* In

my travels around the world I haven't before

encountered so much talent in one small area.

David was one of the artists I met that night

and we immediately formed the beginning of

a friendship that has been close and lasting*

David invited iriy wife and 1 to his home
where his paintings thrilled me to bits*

My immediate reaction was to say, “I want to

write a book about you”. I was so excited by

the prospect that then and there I started on the

sketches and layouts. David and his wife Diana,

a fine oil painter and teacher in her own right,

already had several of my earlier books between

them, so they too were enthusiastic. Due to

circumstances of distance and time it has

taken us several years to actually produce the

book. We were greatly encouraged in this by

Vincent Miller, a great entrepreneur and the

publisher of Iniemational Artist magazine,

A us tralian A rth r magaz ine , Pastel A rt ist

Intenialional magazine and many books by

such artists as Harley Brown, Tom Lynch,

Alvaro Castagnet, Robert Wade, Ramon Kelley

and Robert Lovett.

Australia's history of impressionism dates

back to 1885 when the Heidelberg School was

formed — the first great flowering of Australian

art. A number of young, intensely nationalistic

painters gathered together to evolve their own
truly Australian impressionism, producing a

new and different kind of painting that has

shaped Australian vision ever since*

I truly believe that the enthusiasm and

support experienced by that early group is being

repeated now in Melbourne* Since I was last

there many members of the group have become

known throughout the world, including David*

The last two or three years has found him

teaching and painting all over Europe, and

he will soon be teaching workshops in the

United States of America.

Although I have written many books over

the years, my greatest joy has been bringing to

the attention of the worldwide public, artists

whom I have greatly admired*

David has already achieved so much, but

1 know that even greater things lie ahead.

I hope that this book will contribute to his

fame throughout the world.

— Ron Ranson
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Introduction
As you take this book off the shelf and quickly flip

through the pages, you *11 instantly get an overall

feeling of freshness, vitality, movement and

sparkle. This impression reaches you even before

you begin to study the individual paintings

themselves. I have written many books in the past

about various outstanding artists, but the initial

feeling of excitement 1 got when I first viewed

David Taylor’s vvaicrcolors m masse gave me a very

strong desire to write this book about him and his

work. However, this time it needed to be a

teaching book in which 1 could analyze his

paintings in depth, and hopefully use each one to

impart his expertise to thousands of other painters

and would-be painters, to inspire them and help

solve some of the mysteries of vvaiercolor

Generally speaking, watercolors are divided into

two types — one tight and considered, the other

loose, immediate, and painted with strong

emotion. David’s work is definitely the latterf

VCOicn we look at the paintings of David Taylor,

his economy of stroke and simplicity of treatment

appear to be so very logical and easily obtainable.

However, this is enormously deceptive. These

results arc really only achieved by first thoroughly

mastering the materials and then training the brain

to anaU'ze w'hat is essential to the painting and

what is irrelevant.

Dealing with the painting process itself and

mastering the materials is mainly a question of

time and practice — in other words, learning your

craft. Thinking about it in tennis terms, you first

Icam all your strokes, practicing them until you

can produce them instinctively, u'ithout having to

think about them, 'fhen, to progress further, you

must learn your court-craft and tactics, which

require a different level of intellectual effort.

These are the same kind of first, hard won skills

you need for impressionist watercolon As you

work your way through this book many of the

other skills that will be needed, such as tonal

work, composition and design, and color are

covered in detail.

When you first begin painting, you’ll probably

sit down in front of a scene and simply record it

as accurately as possible without any attempt to

modif>^ it. The next important stage however, is to

be able to design your painting, modifying many

of the elements in front of you, but this time

arranging them to produce an infinitely more

satisfying and w'orthwhilc painting.

To most of us, watercolor is a psychological

struggle w'iih ourselves: just getting the materials

out and starting sometimes requires a big effort.

It’s usually down to fear of failure — of spoiling

that lovely, expensive sheet of paper. We often

pm off the crucial moment of starting to paint by

finding all sons of menial tasks to justify the delay.

This fear blocks the way to loose, free painting.

With students it shows in the tightness of their

paintings — the reluctance to make a bold,

confident statement. Instead they prefer to edge

forward tentatively with weak watery^ washes,

resulting in a completely anonymous, muddy

painting with little of their own personality

showing through it, rather as if they had w^'ritien

their signature carefully and slowly, one letter

at a time.

I’m assuming that most of the readers of this

book are would-be impressionist watercolor

painters w ho really want in their hearts to loosen

up. 1 believe, two words are all-important w^hen

producing an impressionistic watercolor— purity’

and simplicity. Purity is the transparent quality so

vital in a w'atercolor. It comes from a direct,

sensitive application of paint, followed by an

absolute determination to leave that paint alone

and not to ‘^ftiss” it, which is probably the most

difficult thing of all!

Simplification also takes some doing because

the natural tendency for all of us is to add more

and more detail. This may be because we’re

inclined to look at the various components of a

scene one at a time. If you decide that the distant

hillside is what you w^ant to focus on, paint it as

you sec it when you look straight at it. If you’re

concentrating on this area, however, you’ll find

that out of the comer of your eye the foreground

appears indefinite, therefore handle this

foreground broadly, avoiding the temptation to

make it over-elaborate. On the other hand, if the

foreground and middle distance are what attracted

you in the first place, then concentrate on these

parts and treat the background hills very simply.

Perhaps the most common mistake made by

beginners is that they try’ to say too much in any

The Arkaroola Range, 28 x 40" (71 x 102ctn)

77; ft, David says^ is a veryf magical pari of Ausrralia.

He painled this jumbo sized work in almost classical

style depicting the silhouetted shapes ofgums against

the backdrop of the blue hills. The beautifully textured

warmth of the foreground contrasts zviih and

emphasizes the coolness of the hills.





one picture. If you overload a painting with too

many items of interest, the main aim of the

painting will be ruined and the result will be a

complex confusion that says nothing. A very

important thing that you should always keep in

your mind is that a good watercolor results from

knowing what to leave out. This is far more

important than knowing how much to put in.

You’ll find that as your skills improve and you

gain experience you’ll gradually strip away the

clutter from your paintings and produce purer

and more direct statements, which in turn will

probably give the viewer infinitely more pleasure.

Simplification is about trying to capture the mood
and not the detail, which means working as fast as

you can manage to capture the effect you want.

It is important to understand the meaning of

design as it applies to watercolor, because until

you do you’re simply not going to produce

worthwhile and meaningfial work. A painting is not

just a collection of unrelated objects, but should be

an interlocking and arresting whole, resulting in

complete unity. The aim is to simplify, hopefully

using fewer and fewer strokes, much in the same

way that a good piece of poetr\'^ will convey its

meaning vividly, without using superlluous words.

This book aims to take you deeper into the

basic construction of the painting, looking at the

thinking and planning which goes on long before

you even lift your brush!

Autumn Calm, Yarra Glen,

15 X I (38 X 28cm)

The calm aimo^phcre of lim painting is created

by the soft shapes in the background and sunlit

shapes in the foreground. The various colors are

repealed throughout the paintings creating unity.

The reflections in the water,, handled so shnply,

add to the peace of the scetie.



David’s paintings here are almost exclusively

done en plein air— worked in the field, where you

are moved hy the immediacy of the subject to take

a very fresh
j urgent approach to capturing the

scene on paper* Once you have mastered the

technique of working boldly and loosely out of

doors you can transfer that verve to your studio

work* In other wordsj the more you work on the

spot the better and more confident your studio

paintings will be*

Watercolor is ideal for working out of doors^ and

its free flowing qualities are so suited to capturing

the fickle movement of light, which changes at each

moment* When you put a wash down on damp
paper you’re constandy surprised at what emerges*

It often results in chance often unpredictable

effects. Sometimes the most exciting effects are the

result of accidents that can be induced but never

really planned beforehand.

Just being relaxed will not necessarily produce

loose watercoiors because you also need to feel

really excited about what you’re going to do. For

instance, IVe watched David producing a painting

and his excitement is so great that he often does a

few small jumps in the air— perhaps it pumps the

heart and clears the head.

You’ll also need good drawing skills to sketch

your subject in with a few lines, saying a lot with

very litde. The adrenaline needs to flow so that

your hand can rapidly transmit the information

your eye sees to the paper with a line tliat has life*

Basically David’s painting aims always to leave

something to the viewer’s imagination, while at the

same time endeavoring to convince them that what

they do see is real.

Finally, may 1 say that this book has not really

been produced for the total beginner, and a certain

level of skill is assumed. Rather is it for the

intermediate painter who has reached the stage

where they will really benefit from a close study of

the work of a top professional. The purpose of this

book is rather like a master class, to hone your

already acquired knowledge and skill to a further

stage. My aim as the writer of this book, is to

analyze David Taylor’s paintings throughont, and

try to uncover the thought processes involved

behind the brush. I feel, any watercolorist, just

looking at the paintings can’t help but receive a

shot of adrenaline and inspiration, but Vd really

like you to go through the book carefully, page by

page, absorbing the deeper meaning of David’s

watercoiors, and by doing so take a giant stride

in solving the mystery of watercolor*

The Harbor at St, Peter Port, Guernsey,

11 X 15" (2Sx 38cm)

This painting is full of sparkling contrasty the richj

darkj wet-imo-wet greens picking out the sharp profile

of the buildings, A lot of activity on the quay is hinted

at with a minmnmt of strokes. Look at the may the

tone of the sea has been gradated to give recession.

1 I



C II A P T E R

Materials and
techniques

L//V'Of7(..(note/y. spending a /onune f>n mrtfCTlf.jis in art shops ctoesn’t turn us

into good artists, yet Lue all do it, Jeelittg that a certaiit brush, coior or paper wiU

transform our ivork and oUow us to produce a /nosferp/ece f>uern/g/if. /n fact,

the finest artists are often tJtose wlto use rhe feLuest and simpiest materials.

It is oitly ttatural that cue should be Infet'esfed in tq/ia( our favorite artists use,

so here you'// /ijid Oouid's oatn tools. As well, most of DauidS paintings are done

on site, therefore mere sitoming his outdoor equipment, much of which he has

either adapted or designed himself including his own lightweight palette and

workirtg easel. Then, oit the followirtg pages, you'll see his straightforward,

sitnple techniques

.

David based the desigtt of his outdoor easel on a

connuercially produced photographic tripod. The

attachmetn holds his backing board and palette,

together with his collapsible water pot. Another

essential is a towel, which he always carries with

him when painting outdoors.

12



Here David h painiing with om of the range ofmop

brushes that he uses for the majority of his painting.



r~w ^

1 he Materials

Brushes

David has a coHection of large and smali Raphael

mop brushes which he uses for the majority of his

painting. These are French and are made ofgray

squirrel hair. They are sofa when drjy but point

beautifully when wet. I wrote a book some years ago

about Edivard Wesson^ a great English watercolorist

who started buying French mop brushes just after the

war. They were called French Polishers Mops and

were not originally intended forfine art. He became

famous for using them and they greatly influenced his

free brush techniques. These brushes quickly caught on

among his students and they are now used by artists

throughout the worldy often in preference to the much

more expensive sables. They don Y have the spring of

sabky but their very floppiness imparts a sense of

freedomy atid many of the strokes cart be made

guicklyy using the side of the brush.

For detail worky David uses a few small pocket and

rigger brushes. For angled shapes and buildings he uses

some flat sable blend brushes. Finallyy for backgrounds

he uses a hake and a very large wash brush.

Paper

David likes to experiment with various papers for

special effectsy but he predominantly uses Arches

ISOgsm and JOOgsm in rough and cold pressedfontty

and 300gsm in the smooth hot pressedform. He also,

uses Saunders Waterford in SOOgsm rough, occasionally

Whatman^s Lanay and also Bockingford papers.

Before starting to painty David stretches his paper

by thoroughly soaking it on both sides, then he a

staple gun that fires staples into a thin board. When
the painting isfimshed he lifts the staples zoith a small

staple remover.

Colors

His colors are mostly Winsor and Newton artist

quality tubes, some Holbeiny and some An Spectrum

-— an Australian company that specializes in providmg

panicular colors to suit the Australian landscape. He

says he mninally uses no more than six or seven colors

for any one painting. There may be an extra color

thrown in to highlight an importani focal point.

David ^s small palette, which he uses for all his

outdoor painting, consists of 15 colors. These are:

Blues

Cerulean Blue

Cobalt Blue

French Ultramarine

Winsor Blue (green shade)

Yellows

Raw Sienna

Raw Umber

Aureolin

Cadmium Lemon

Cadmium Ora?ige

Reds and Browns

Cadmium Red Deep

Brown Madder

Quinacridone Magenta

Burnt Sienna

Sepia

Greens

Hookers Green (or Viridia?iJ

Another view of David^s easel showing water poi

and palette.

David using one of his range ofmop brushes.

14



e Techniques

Dry Brush

When using dry bnish^ the most importam thing is to

use a mimnumi amo2i?n ofpressure and commit the

stroke with speed. This will ensure that the bmsh

merely skints the surface of the paper leaving paint otily

on the top of the grain. It can be used to great effect in

many ways^ and you'll see David's use of the technique

throughout the book. Naturally^ this technique needs

practice even though it looks very simple.

Wet-into-Wet

71? use this technique^ paint is applied to a still damp
wash, allowing the color to fuse and blend. The second

paint should be richer and stronger^ with less water in

the brush. If the paint is too thin on this second

application there is a danger of back-mn^ or a

cauliflower effect.

Wet-on-Wet

Here the paper is wetted thoroughly^ and more water

is left in the brush. It affords a wonderful chance of

creating beautiful accidents— in fact^ of letting

watercolor do it 's own thing! Try using two colors^ one

on one side of the brushy one on the other. Wet-on~wet

is a technique tailor-made for painting skies^, or any

large exparue. The more often you use it, the more

and better uses will befoundfor the technique.

Lost and Found Edges

In this technique both dry brush and zDet-imo-iuet

can be used to obtain an effect where a hard edge

gradually dissolves and is losiy creating an air of

mystery and intrigue. It also avoids the cardboard

cut-out effect and allows the viewer to use their

imagination— more of this later.

Calligraphy

This is the delicate use of the long-haired rigger

brush to produce such things as the finest of branches,

reeds and grasses. Holdmg the brush at the top of

the handle will produce a freer effect. Not the easiest

thing in the world, but well worth practicing.

15



Combining all the techniques in one street scene

Having introduced the various techniques, lei's

now show how Uiey combine to produce a unified

finished painting. H^his unity can be best achieved

during the initial stages by regarding the buildings

as simple blocks of color, which will later be

decorated and brought lo life by windows, doors

and figures.

The wet-into-wet beginning

After the i>aper has been thorou^hiy saturated^ the

imtial washes go in— the bheking /ii, which will

hotd the entire painting together. It is impimant at

this stage w let the various warm and cool colors run

together^ as shown below. This will give the finished

an overaU gfow.

The dry brush strokes in calligraphy

7Vii5 is iuhere the speed of the brush is impimant to

give spimtaneity to the whole painting. Using stronger

and richer paintt a quick and light flick of the

brush will priwide the kind of vitality imptjssible

to obtain with a slou\ ponderous stroke. It is almost

like shorthand.

Mi



Shopping in Cortona, 15 x If (3S x 2Scm)

The resuliing painting exudes warmth and movement

and the holiday makers are dearly enjoying themselves.

Combining the techniques

This where it all comes mgeiher The fresh^ free

initial washes will glow through the dark areas and

semi-details. The various Techniques should come

together joyously^ each important in ids own way

and yet interdependent on the others^ like instmments

in an orchestra.

’vr;

,
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Cars should naturally blenc

You can*t ignore cars in street scenes, much as some of you would like to.

Moving and parked cars are a fact of Hfe so you might as well learn to draw

them properly. First of all, they should form a natural part of the scene and

not look as though they have been added on as an after thought. A row of

parked cars forms a single unit and so they need not be drawn in separately.

Donh worry about such things as wheels and ellipses— look at the cars on

these two pages and you won't see any. Once you get the general proponions

of the cars right> you are there. You can learn this by taking the time to make

pencil sketches of them like the drawing at the top left. Do this for a few hours

and they will soon become instinctive* Look through the book and you will

see how simply and economically David has indicated his cars.

No details needed

Even in a finished paintings like this (shown again

on page 79), only the general proponions mailer—
your viewer will imagine the details.

Sketch in watercolor

Next try portraying quick little watercolor

sketches, just concentrating on the cars, bur

withouT any details, whatsoever.

Draw in pencil

Pencil sketches like the one above can be done in

minutes. Your cars will soon begin to look authentic.

Paint dark shadows under the cars to hold them down.

wm



into your townscapes

Cars can show depth

Varying the size of the cars gives a tremendous sense of

depth to the painting. Compare the foreground car to

those in the far distance.

Blend your cars together

In this paintings the individual cars

have been merged completely to give the

impression of an entire group. The same

illusion works for the figures at the back

which seem to blend together.

(

Less and less,
^

further away

Only one or two cars

in the front need to be

in focus^ the rest can

be simply dots and

dashes. The same

theory applies with

a group of boats.



CHAP T E

Composition
Composition is a pan of the an of painting that none of us con afford to neglect

— and yet we often do. AJf/iough our first ijisf/nc/ may be to look at a st idjecr

and point exactly what is there, what we must remember is that nature is not

in the business of design: design is the artist’s respons/bj'ijfy. VVe may need to

moue, seJficr, and reject objects if we ore to end up with a satisfactory fxMnting.

Fortunately, there are c:e/'(oiiT rules and principles which have been worked
out for us, and that can help enormously when applied properly to the

compositiori of a painting. This important process needs to be earned ouf

before you take the paints out of their box. A/fl70ug/i its something we all

ai/e/7ip/, its L;//tL./aJiy /mposs//7Je to compose and point at the same time.

One of the greatest artistic cj jf77es we can commit is to bore our viewers.

Good design will hold the attention. Remember, an artist is always on enterfa/ner,

jLiS! like a singer, actor or musician.

Idle Moments, Venice, 10x14" (25 x 36cm)

This is what Pd call a mood painting. In what is

normally a bustling city, there is an air here of

complete peace and quiet. As a composition it is well

balanced, and the eye is taken into the picture along

the canal. Entertaimnent is provided by the colors

of the boats, while there is just enough detail to set

off the simplicity with which the buildings have

been indicated.



The eight principles of design

The eight principles of design are tools we can

nse to produce balanced compositions in which

harmonious and varied shapes, tones, textures

and colors create visual interest in all pans of

the painting, while the principles of conflict and

dominance are used to direct the viewer^s attention

to the most important features, so that they all

come together in a unified whole.

It is said that amateurs paint pictures, while

professionals build pictures with these bricks

of knowledge. With diem artists can think,

plan, build, organize, express themselves and

communicate. Let’s look at the principles one

by one.

Sy placing red opposite green^ and blue against yellow

the attention is drawn to the main object of interest.

1 Unity

Whatever you design on your paper must look like

a complete unit rather than a collection of bits.

What T'tn saying is that an element that appears

in one section of the painting should be echoed in

another part so that all the sections are related. In

musical terms, lack of unity could be expressed by

playing a bar of '^St. Louis Blues” in the middle of

“Ave Maria”, Unity can be achieved in many ways,

for instance, a large foreground tree can be echoed

by a small distant tree, a cloud shape can be

repeated in a foreground bush; a large building

can be echoed by a distant building.

2 Conflict

While we can use gradation to prevent boredom in

the less important areas of a painting, we can use

conflict to generate excitement and interest, and

to focus attention on the main subject. Conflict is

created by placing opposites next to each ocher:

a light next to a dark tone, a warm color against

a cool one, a large shape next to a small one or a

rounded shape next to an angular one, horizontal

lines next to vertical ones, and so on. For example,

if you want to emphasize a white building in a

painting, no matter how small the building is, you

can do this by placing a dark tree or some other

dark shape behind it.

This picture has unity because it was painted

spontaneously and wet-inio-weL No stopping and

startmg here! There^s a wonderfidflow about this work^

and colors and shapes have been repeated throughout.

Here you see how conflict of tone draws attemion to

the can. Leaving white paper around it emphasizes

the effect.

28



Here we see dominance of shape in the repetition of

the awnings— the rest of the picture plays only a

supporting role.

J Dominance
Dominance is the most important aspect of

designing a painting, and we need to think about

it in relation to all aspects - shape, line, direction,

texture, edge qualities, tonal values and colon

It is vital because it makes clear what is most

important in any painting. Of all the different

types of shapes in your painting, one should be

dominant' of the different types of lines, one

should be dominant, there should be dominant

direction, a dominant tone, a dominant color

mood and a dominant texture. The dominant features are obviously the dark tones

with the mid-tones playing a subservient role.

This painting shows repetition in the vertical lines

of the buildings but these are varied in length of line

and tonal strength.

4 Repetition

Repetition in art is used for several reasons. One

is to unify and make the painting hold together.

Another is to create visual rhythm so that the eye

can enjoy a variety of interesting intervals between

repeated shapes or colors. These shapes or colors

must be varied, because without variation repetition

is boring. For example, with a row of trees, some

should be large, some small; make one or two grow

at an angle and vaiy the colors. Once you begin to

think about repetition, your imagination will supply

an endless variety of repeats.

This is repetition of horizontal linesj but the shapes

within those horizontals are varied in size and shape

to prevent boredom.

29



5 Alternation

Tills is closely connected to repetition because

it is what occurs between tiie repeats* Color

alternation can consist of intense colors alternating

between neutrals^ or warm colors between cools*

Alternation is simply a repeated interrelationship

of sequences^ rhythms in intervals between any of

the design dements* It achieves unity with variety.

It is a rhythmical sequence*

6 Balance

One of the most important aspects of composition

is balance. If a painting doesn’t have a sense of

balance it will look unsatisfactory^^ no matter what

else you do. Unfortunately, nature doesn’t present

us with nicely balanced scenes, and it’s always

tempting just to paint a scene without thinking

about balance. Balance is a way of making things

look right. It’s a matter of arranging features that

are different in size, tone, color, shape and texture,

so that they balance each otlier visually* For

example, a large shape closer to the center of the

picture can be balanced by a smaller shape farther

out, dose to the paper’s edge.

There is ahemation in the use of calory warm and

coof intense and soft.

The large tree mass near the center of the picture is

balanced by the smaller one on the right.

Alternation is achieved by the negative shapes

between the trees.

In this case the large boat on the left is balanced by

the two smaller boats on the right.
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The subtle dijference between the angles of the lines of

shading lends a harmonious feel to this sketch.

In this sketch we see the gradual change from cool

to warm color together with the changefrom soft

to strong.

V Harmony
Harmonious elements in a painting are those that

are similar. They are vital to our paintings because

they can create interest in less important areas,

while at the same time unifying the composition.

Harmonious colors are close to each other on the

color wheels such as orange and red. Harmonious

shapes are similar— a circle and an oval for

example, or a square and a rectangle. Harmonious

sizes are those that are close together. Straight and

slightly curved lines are harmonious, as are close

tonal values. In short, harmony is the opposite of

contrast. Unlike contrast, harmony involves subtle,

gentle changes that you can use to introduce

interest into a subject.

8 Gradation

Gradation is the tool we use to add interest and

variety in an area, large or small, without drawing

attention to it through abrupt contrast. Yet,

because gradation isn't always obvious in nature

we often don't think about it when we are

painting. We see green grass, or a brown shed, and

tliat's how we paiut it— all one color. But, if all

areas of a painting are done widi washes of flat

color, the result is dull. So, to create interesting

paintings, we have to use gradation, which

basically means creating a gradual change — from

a warm color to a cool one, or from a light tone to

a dark one, from one type of line to another, or

one size or type of shape to another.

Jllusiraied here are variousfonus ofharmony of color

and shape.

Here we see gradation in the gradual change in the

backgroundfrom waun to cool color^ while in the

foreground we see a similar gradation in a roughs

dry brush effect.
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A pplying the principles of design



^ Venetian Rythms,

14 X 20" (36 X 51cm)

Afternoon Shadows, Mt. Martha, 15 x 22" (38 x 56cm)

David has made excellem use of conflict here. There is light against dark^ opposing

colors in the foreground field and the background trees^ and light roofs against

dark n-ees. The introduction of strong red into the largest huilding has made it ike

dominant feature. Gradation in the foreground field promotes interest^ as does the

vaiiation in color in the background hills. Harmony is achieved by repetition of

color m various parts of the painting.
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Hollowing design rules to create a fine composition

Porlock Weir is a magical spot in Somerset. It’s an

artist's paradise where you can wander around an

area of a quarter of a square mile and fmd enough

material for a hundred different paintings. You

can then paint them quietly^ without dozens of

onlookers crowding around. However^ this is

where skill in composition is important. This

scene, and the way it has been composed, followed

all the rules. The main object, the cottage, is in

the right place. The eye is taken into the painting

via the path on the left of the cottage, which is

the area of most contrast and color. Even the

little dinghy on the right, while not competing for

attention, is pointing to the focal point. There

is plenty of harmony, gradation, and warm and

cool color going on throughout the painting—
a thoroughly satisfactoiy design!

Putting in the distant hills

Davidfloated in the background hilh in very softy

light washes of Cobalt and Raw Sienna^ with stronger

nuances of Cobalt and French Ullramarine around

the lower extremities of the cottage roof line. The

chimneys are included with washes of Burnt Sienna

and a few additional touches of Quinacridone Gold

added for the sunlight

Moving forward wet-into-wet

The surroundingforeground is added wet-into-wetj

making sure there is enough emphasis given to the fenccji

and also leaving enough white paperfor dealing with

highlighted areas later. Theforeground washes are

applied with sirongy warm colors such as Raw Sienna^

Aureoliriy and Burnt Sienna. Magenta and French

Ultramariney and even a touch ofBrown Madder are

usedfor shadow areas while it is still wet.

Strong darks to finish off

The subject is pulled together using a good range

of strong darks. There is no holding backy and they

are applied spontaneously^ using a range ofBrown

Madder^ French Ultramanne and Burnt Sienna.

Notice how the highlights sing.
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The Harbor Master’s Cottage, U x 15'^ (2S x 3Scm)
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Vineyard in Beune, France,

11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)

This beautifully atmospheric painting exudes

warmth and peace. The focal point is of course the

church lowevy which is the sharpest, most strongly

contrasted part of the painting. It has been placed so

that it is a different distancefrom each edge of the

page, and the lines of vines and their posts combine

to take the viewer ^s eye straight to the church. The

background has been softened on the right, and this

also accentuates the sharpness of the steeple. The

whole painting is harmonious, while the touches of

yellow help to enliven the scene.

Festival Time in St- Malo, l

15 X 11" (38 X 28cm) ^

This painting was carried out in the late afternoon

and the strotig wann color of the tower establishes it

as the main object of interest. The rich dark tones of

the nearby buildings take the eye straight down the

street towards the tower. The white umbrellas form

an area of secondary interesi but without competing

with the dominant tower. The entire street scene is in

shadow, with hardly any coutirerchangedfigures to

distract the eye. The complementary area ofmauve

next to the lower also enhances both the tower and

the painting as a whole.
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C H A P T E

Light and Shade
The ability to see tonal values ciccurardy is f/ie single most important factor in

watercolor painting. A/i unrouc/ied sheet of paper has just two dimensions, height

and width. Our job as artists it to give the iiiusion of a third dimensiort. wihich is

depth. This can only be achieved by thirtking about the tonai value relationships.

it mokes complete sense to produce a block and white sketch to work out

the tonal values of your pointing, even before you get your pairks out. you can

then start the actual pairuing with vastly more confidence, having already solved

half the problems. At the same time you con make the design changes needed,

eiimii'tate unwanted details and build up a sertse of drama. This sketch is of

tremendous importance because it is the ccjmplete guide to your finished work.

In it goes your entire thinking about what you wish to accomplish. A really good

tonal voiue sketch can fill you with exciteme.ru and a real desire to point, in color,

the scene you produced in black and white.

Yesterday and Today, Padua,

IS x22" (28 X 56cm)

Painting on site may sometimes be more difficult

than in the quiet of the studio^ but can produce

a more vibrant and lively painting. This one is

dominated by the magnificent ancient architecture,

which contrasts with the bustle of modem traffic.

The cool gray of the columns on the left balances

the warmth of the buildings across the street, while

the light and shade provides drama throughout.
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closer look at creating tonal value sketches

Probably the two most imponant factors in producing tonal

value sketches are varied pencil pressure a>td economy of

stroke, YoiPre not afmingfor any great detail^ just for the

overall pattern^ and tonal value contrasts.

Being able to produce tonal value sketches in a

professional way is almost an art in itself^ and

can be a joy for others to behold. You are able

to concentrate on the problem in hand without

distraction^ producing a strong pattern with a wide

range of tonal values. However^ there is a strange

reluctance by amateur artists to produce these

sketches. They rush to do them quickly without

much thought, eager to get on with tlie finished

painting itself As a teacher, TVe often asked

students to show me the preliminary tonal value

sketch, only to be looked straight in the eye and

told it has blown away!

The ability to achieve good, sound pencil

technique for these sketches is actually gained very

quickly once you get down to it, and the effort is

enormously worthwhile.

While the drawings on the next few pages are

done with pencil and graphite sticks, you can of

Carefully analyze this drawing and notice how much

counterchange there is. The darkest darks have been

achieved by putting tnaximum weight on the penciL

Youll see that these darks are often placed next to

untouched white paper^ which of course give the

lightest lights. This drawing is mostly composed of

areas of tonal value rather than outlines around

everythingi which I call "\vire^^I Try to quickly copy

this drazuing to achieve the simplichy and strength of

the origmaL
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Holiday Atmoshpere, St* Male,

3V4 X 4V2 " (10 X 12cm)

A tonal value sketch should give a vivid

impression ofhow the final painting will

appear. Correctly done^ it will solve most

ofyour problems before you start painting.

Look at the figures in die foregroundy and see

how simply they have been indicated in the

sketch with a few swift strokes of the pencil

Street Musician, Carcassone,

10 X 14" (25 X 36cm)

This scene is about design^ using strong shapes.

Light and shade are very important here^ but see

how these have been worked out beforehand in the

sketch. The painting is very evocative of the area.

The musician and the lighting give an almost

operatic atmosphere to the scene.



course use other materials such as gray and black

chalks or sticks of charcoal. For these sketches

you need a 9 x 12" bond paper pad^ or what is

known as a layout pad — don't use watercolor

paper for sketches, it doesn't work. These papers

have enough tootli to make dark lines, yet they

are smooth enough to be able to lay large gray

values with the side of your pencil or graphite

stick. I always find soft 4B or 6B grades are best,

because they allow for finger rubbing, which gives

a certain subtleness and can't be achieved by just

putting pencil to paper.

You'll also need a spray fixative to prevent

smudging, especially if you are using charcoal

or chalk.

Charcoal sticks can be very sensitive in use. Hold

them very delicately when using the ends, but when

you use tlic sides, put more pressure on and you can

get instant darks.

The Blue Boat, Minori, Amalfi Coast,

11 X 14" (28 X 36cm)

One of thefirst things I jwticed about the preimtinary

sketch is how much has been achieved using strong

darks and the merest flick of a petwil— yet everything

that is essential to thefinal painting is here. When you

be^n the actual painting ifls important to know exactly

whereyou will need to leave the whitepaper untouched.

Knowmg this will giveyou more confidence.
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Evening in Carlton, Melbourne,
14x21" (36 X 53cm)

In the preliminary sketch on the right take particidar note

of the differeTU techniques that David has used. There a

delicacy of line in the trearmenr of the trees^ bia there ^s a

strong staccato way of using the pencil w indicate the cars.

The whole sketch has been drawn with enormous restraint

and economyy and yet it portrays the areas of light and

shade neededfor the finished pamting.

M'f ***»!>-; Cd

ipyi^Hflo

Charcoal and chalk can be a little messy but

they also produce very rapid results. There are no

fixed methods for the production of these sketches,

it's best to experiment to find what suits you best.

Don't worry about keeping your drawing too

neat and tidy, this is a working diagram, not a

finished work of art, and you can change anything

as you go. Compose and change until you feel

you’ve got the very best, most exciting design

possible— then, and only then, get your paints out.

1
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Basilica Bernardo Square^

S X 10" (20 X 25cm)

Here light and shade has been used in a very

dramatic way to portray this evening scene. Again

all the values have been worked out m the preliminaryr

sketchy with varying weights on the pencil. Muck of

the work has been put in with the side of the pencil

— don't be afraid to try thiS:, it will help you to avoid

putting in too much fiddly detail. Acquiring these

skills will eventually give you much pleasure. The

added bonus is thatyou can make sketches in a

busy street without aitracting too much attention.



The Still and Quiet of Morning j Weymouth,
11 X 15^^ (28 X 38cm)

The importance of light and shade in a painting

is perfectly expressed here. David has beautifully

captured the sunlight the foreground waier^ which

is further enhanced by the strong reflections beneath

the foreground boats. This is also an excellent example

of using contrast to emphasize the lingering mist.

The strongforegroimd contrasts with the high key

buildings in the distance^ while the color of the

foreground water suggests the creamy sky above

the mist.

Solitude, Tarentaal, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

The line of lights counterchanged against the strong

darks of the trees on the left^ emphasizes even more

the softness of the distance on the right. The reflections

in the water have been handled beautifully^ and with

great restraint. The sharpness of the white roofgives

impact to the scene^ while the whole painting evokes

the delicacy of a misty rnorjimg.

St. Peter Port, Guernsey, 11x15" (28 x 38cm)

At first glance^ one gets an impression of an almost

monochromatic pamtingy but iTs really all about

the subtle use of color and tone. Look carefully and

yoiTll see yellows^ mauves^ browns and blues, all

used with masterly sensitivity. The distant pan of

the town on the left has been merely hinted at, giving

a misty quality, which contrasts well with the strong

harbor wall.



Using light and shade to create a misty atmosphere
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LJsing strong contrast to portray sunshine and shadow

Here David set out to create an entirely different

atmosphere to that on the previous page. He had

this to say about the painting. “The humidity

hung in the air and die atmosphere was earthy and

exciting. Here was the new and the old, modern

day traffic and the horse drawn carriage sharing

the same bustling city street. A feast of merging

shadows and vibrant life! Lots of melting edges

and silhouetted shapes, all waiting to be painted!”

David painted this on 300gsm Torchon rough

Arches paper. The backgroujid was kepi very wet.^ with warm

colors such as Aureolin^ Raw Umber and light

touches ofMagenta dropped in^ then the coolevy

deeper blues were added using Cobalt Blue and

French Ultramarine; all the time making sure

that the sharp edges at the bottom were retained.

Once the background wash was dry^ David was able

to begin putting in the sharper darks of the buildings^,

again being careful to preserve the white paper where

necessary. The palette was kept quite simple with the

addition of Sepia, leaving the vehicles andfigures to

be painted last.
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The buiUiiugs ami figures zverc put in zuith qukky vibrant strokes^ with the shadims

being added last. Notice iwzu not always allowing the ivashcs to dry sofne oj the

shapes dissolve into these shadoios.
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Winchester Cathedral, 11 x 7V2 " (28 x 19cm)

When tackling ihh sort of imerior one of the most difficult

problems is balancing the various dark tonal areas^ while

also handling the light from the large windows. David

used the white paperfor the window. Notice the way the

light areas on the bottom left balance the light curved

area around the window. Figures are very important in

this scene^ because they provide scale for judging the size

of the interior. Without figures^ this could look like the

interior ofa parish church. Figures also provide more

color than an otherwise restricted palette. Notice too^

how the imncate details of the cathedral have been

merely suggested.

Ebh Tide, St. Aubins, Jersey, k

11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)

There are many lessons to be learnedfrom this painting.

Firstf notice the horizon^ which is painted a veyy

cool blue^ but with a touch ofpink to hint at the distant

houses. AlsOjf merely hinted at are the yachts at their

nworings. The harbor wall is the most dominant pan

of the painting because of the dark tone used.

The stored boats are freely indicated^ mostly with dark^

negative shapes. The warm dark wall is even further

darkened at the base to enhance the three boats in front

by counterchange. These boats are in turn indicated by

the minimum of quicks spontaneous strokes^ as are the

ones on the left. The foreground harborfloor is brought

forward by the warm fresh wash. A few quick flicks are

enough to indicate the harbor debris.



Using light and shade for dominance and atmosphere
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Creating lost

and found edges
77 le lost andfound techiwiueforms a very imyorumt part in David Tayior's

painting pivlosophy. He endeavors to achieve it tl')rough bruslttvork.

But iviKit does this phrase "lost aitdfound edges" meat ]? !r> David’s oum
words they are. "images tltat appear rtuite sharply, and then dissolve into mystery

and soft tones, even vague shapes, creatiitg a sense of distance, recession, and
jiowing at; nosphere", it is a fasciriating and subtle way of leasing and pleasuring

(lie eye and imagination of the viewer. It also, importantly, avoids the cardi)oard

cut-out ior^k in your waiercolors. So. I tow do you learn this teci tnique? it reqt tires

discipline aftd a lot of practice. Wheit applied com 'i/ic/ngiy, lost andfound edges

can take your work into attother league.

Laneway, Murrurundi, Australia,

11x15" (28 X 38cm)

This is an excellent example of a painting with lost

andfound edges occuiring throughout. The subject

coidd have easily been painted in a flat^ boring

wayj, but David has given the subject an intriguing

touch of mystery*j in which the viewer is personally

involved. One exa}iiple is how the houses on the

far left appear sha}p, and then soften.
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Understanding the process of lost and found edges
Breezy Moments^ Yarra Glen, 10 x 14" (25 x 36cm)

This is a painting ofenormous vitality^ an exceUent example of

the effect of lost andfound edges in any composition. Take the

two gum trees; their hard edges are softened in part. The one on

the left has wet-into-wet areaSj while the one on the right has

been treated with the dry brush technique. Notice the area of

green and dark blue in the foreground. The hard edge at the

bouom blends into the green^ which in turn blends into the

hillside. The areas of untouched white paper provide us with

the contrast ofhard edges throughout the painting.

If you havener consciously used this technique

before^ where do you begin? No matter how many
words I write about it, the only way to explain diis

technique is to use the text in conjunction with

David’s paintings. I’m afraid that this means more
work and concentration from you, but T promise it

will be worthwhile. Read the captions carefully,

noting each reference in the actual painting. I feel

sure that by the end of the chapter you’ll have a

much better idea of how the technique can be

applied to your own painting.

One of the wonderful things about impressionistic

areas in David’s paintings is the way in which they

stimulate tlie viewer’s imagination and creativity.

The use of lost and found edges produces vitality

and atmosphere in a painting which could otherwise

be static and flat.

In most instances, strong, sharp lines can be

softened into lost edges blending into the

background, and this is perhaps the most obvious

way of achieving the effect. However, a lost edge can

also be obtained in a completely different way, by

using the dry brush technique. As the brush is pulled

lightly across a textured surface, the color becomes

broken and fragmented— in fact, a lost edge.

The Heart of the Hunter Valley, I

21 X 31" (53 X 79cm) '

This pamting has an entirely different mood. There's

a tretnendous sense of space and distance:, much of

it achieved by the change of color temperature^, from

the cool distance to the warmth of the foreground

trees. The examples here of lost andfound are most

easily seen in the foreground trees and houses. Look

closely at the edges of the trees, at how they appear

and disappear.
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Lost and found edges in a busy market scene

This busy market scene in the Italian city of

Palermo provided David with an irresistible

subject* There were so many plus factors. It was

seething with bustle and activity, and the cool

shadows of the narrow street showed up the rich,

colorful foreground produce to perfection* The
umbrellas were very important, providing a light

area against the dark tones of the buildings* It was

also an ideal opportunity to demonstrate the

efifectiveness of lost and found edges. Throughout

tlie picture the eye can lose itself in soft wet-into-

wet areas, while in others sharp edges dominate.

In this painting David used eight colors—
Raw Umber, Cadmium Orange, French

Ultramarine, Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow,

Burnt Sienna, Hookers Green and Sepia.

Laying in the background

After the initial drawmg^ broad backgrvund shapes

help to set and establish a great deal of surrounding

inieresty which is st? important in these early stages of

a painting. The umbrellas on the light needed to be

idetUified early in the work^ as did the outline of the

figures. You will notice that this stage is painted using

fairly cool colors.

The foreground comes to life

The first cool colors are enhanced with advancing

warm colors^f still leaving lots of white paper to add to

the freshness. Notice how some edges drift into others^

Unking the painting together. The figures are now

mdicated with strongs rich color. The lost andfound

edges of the vegetables are placed in the foreground.

The completed painting
|

In this final stage you will notice how all the darks

have been added;, givmg necessary depth to the work.

Ail the tones), from the white of the paper to the

darkest dark;, make it satisfyingly complete.
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Market Day, Palermo, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)
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Many of the paintings in this chapter are of open

country and woodland scenery and, of conrsej the

lost and found technique lends itself very well to

this type of subject. However, it works equally as

well in the portrayal of buildings in towns and

cities. In fact, once mastered, it can be used for

any subject, from landscape to portraiture,

seascape to still-life. Take the paintings on this

page for instance. The eye is constantly teased by

the mystery of 'how you see it, now you don’t”.

Inside looking out, Padua,
15 X 22" (38 X 56cm)

Here we ^re looking into the dazzling light of a sunny

day from the deep shadows ofa huge arcade. One

very interesting point here^ is that the head of the lady

on the bicycle is shown hard and sharpy contrasting

against the dark building^ while the bicycle gradually

disappears mto softness. The same thing happens at

each side of the picture to the objects in the

foreground, wh ich soften off into the shadows of the

buildings. The shadow across the foreground area is

mterestingy too. It contains weidnto-wet, and dry

brush, lost and found, as well as many colors to

entertain the eye. Look also at the high key painting

of the buildings outside, and the economy of stroke

used to suggest them.
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Lost and found in town and country

Autumn on the Yarra^ 8 x 10" (20 x 25cm)

This a pamting of the center ofMelbourne^ it shows

very clearly how large city buildings can be lost and

founds just as easily as foliage. Parts of this picture

are done with hard edges^ while others are lost

completely. This contrast keeps the viewers consiamly

on their toes. The painting has obviously begun on

very wet paper, and David has then brought pans of

the composition mto focus as the paper dried. The

trees on the water’s edge have been put in with rich

dry paint on a damp surface, while the reflections in

the water are still in pan wet-inio-wet, again using

the lost andfound technique.

Windswept Landscape, Yarra Glen,

8 X 15" (20 X 38cm)

In this fresh, direct painting of the area around his

home, David has used both techniques for lost and

found, wet-inio-wet and dry brush. Look at the

various trees andyoiTll see that some of the crisp,

hard edges at the top stand out against the sky, while

other edges softly blend into the background hills.

Notice how David has used the untouched paper

to add a note of excitemem. The touches of hard

calligraphy, loo, have their pan to play.
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soft and hard textures in Paris

The preparatory drawing phase

This is the initial pencil drawings and it is worth

studying. The drawing is done without wo much

detail. The lines are produced cleanly, not allowing the

pencil to smudge the paper, which might sully the

washes later. The barge is a complicated subjectj, but

only the main features are put in, leamng plenty of

room for spontaneous brushwork later.

What mainly attracted David to this Parisian scene

was the soft^ misty mass of the Pont Neuf in the

distance against the crisp:^ strong colors of the

barge in the foreground. The other attraction was

Wet paperj dry paper

The paper is wetted with a large mop bmsh,

leaving the area of the barge as dry papen Tltis is

to preserve the whites so that contrast added later

will be even greater. The background bridge

and building are then painted wet-into-wet,

consciously alternating betweett wann and cool

colors in the washes to give variety and interest.

that this part of Paris was fairly quiets so he was

able to work without disturbance. You'll notice

how the embankment provides an area of peace

for the eye to rest in an otherwise busy painting.

Handling visual competition

Now some details have been added to the background

and more darks have been added, but care must be

taken so the bridge does not compete visually with the

barge. As the barge itself is painted, you'll notice how

the preserved white paper counterchanges with the

crisp dark washes to provide sparkle and spontaneity.

The spots ofpure color also give excitement.

1
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Adding details and balance

It is time to add the dark details. Notice hozv the tree o?i the

right and the shadow balance the painting. The minimum of

texture ayid dry brush are applied to make the embankment

more convmcing^ and a few figures are added.

iipplS
i
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Approaching Rain, Murrurundi, L

11 X 15” (2Sx 38cm)
"

The painting has got the lot. It thrills me to look ai

it. Rich^ wann and cool colors are used logeiher with

wet-into-wei and dry brush to obtain the lost and

found edges. Just look hard at this picture for afew

minutes and discover for yourself ivhere David created

lost andfound his edges everywhere. The whites too

are important^ adding real sparkle. The house roofs in

the foreground lose themselves in various places^ while

some of the darkest darks have been put in crisply a?id

sharply ojt top of wet-into-wet. Don ^tyou love the top

of the distant forest?

Song of Autumn, Murrurundi, 15 x 22” (38 x 56cm)

Lost andfound edges are used throughout this painting. The lost

edges are predominant in the far background^ giving the impression

of misty distance. As the paintmg moves forward^ more hard orfound

edges are used amongst the lost. YouAl see this particularly in the

three large treeSy with their hard edges etihancing the white buildings.

As your moves to the top of the trees you ’ll see that the edges are

more lost.

Dam at Tarentaal, 14 x 21” (36 x 53cm)

This dam is on David ^s own landy and here he has used kis hat^d and

soft edge technique to great effect. The lost edges are mostly seen on the

left of the picture^ and as the scene comes forwardy more hard edged

whites are shown. The edge of the dam is mostly losty but there are a

few touches of sharper brush strokes which prevent boredom. Moving
to the dark trees o7i the rtghty look at their profiles against the skyy

and see how they appear and disappear in an intriguing way.
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Lost and found in wooded landscapes



Working on very wet paper in Cornwall

The first wet-into-wet stage

David begins by saturatuig Arches rough paper

on both sides and quickly painting the initial

washes with strong indicating the main

background shapes.

Merging blocks of color

As the paper is dryings strong shapes are blocked

in with a flat sable brush. The colours and shapes

are allowed to blende creating lost andfound edges^

while some of the first washes remain untouched^

retaining freshness.

David discovered the lovely town of Looej on the

south coast of Comwalla while touring die West

Country. The harbor there provided him with great

subjects, and in this instance he found the fishing

boats tied up against the quay irresistible. Having

sketched the whole scene on a separate pad to

establish the general composition, only then was

he ready to begin his finished painting. As 1 said

before, the preparatory sketch is important because

it concentrates the mind and helps decide the

positioning of the focal point, and the balance of the

painting. In this case David decided that the two

foreground boats were to be of primary^ importance,

and so he positioned them at a spot which left a

different distance from each edge of his paper.

Pulling the painting together

Once the paper is dry^ the main boats are more fully

indicated, and the rest of the darks added. Then come

the reflections, pans of these carried out in dry bmsh.



Marlcing Timej Looe, 11 x 15" (2S x 3Scm)

In the final stage ihe ropes and fnast are added with

delicacy and speed. Notice how the strong red has

been repeated— repetition is always a miifying

factor. The softness of the original washes is

enhanced by the sharper details^



Old China Town, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

The crowds of receding figures in this painting seem to draw you info the picture

with them., Ma7iy of the legs become lost edges^ while the torsos are sharp and crisp.

This IS a clear example ofhow David applies h is technique to figures.

Howeverj, there are other parts of the painting in which objects have been

intriguingly lost andfound— look at the building in the right comerfor example^

and again to the far lefty under the pink awning.

A High Street in Jersey, 11 x 15" (28 x 28cm)
^

This is an intriguing paintings where the sharpy crisp edges of the street itself

y

with its strong contrasty softens and blurs as the gaze travels up the picture.

Slowlyy trees sharpen at their trunks and gently blend at their crowns into the

walls of the houses. Rising still furthery the wet~into-wet wooded hillside is full of

mystery and by adding the out-of-focus cream houses against the dark woods our

eyes are teased and entertained.
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etting lost and found in Chinatown and Jersey





C hi A 1^ r Eo
The impact of Color
Many clijfeivtv things contribute to a memorable, Lt>o/'fhu.t/iiJe pai/if/ng. Desigit,

technique and tonal value patferns all have their pan to play. I towever. from the

I 'iewer's poi/ n of view, the greatest impact comes from color. U'/iy /s this? Perhaps

ojie of f/ie fiiai/i reasof is is that color stimulates f/ie emof/ons. Also, co/or ran Jioue

a freme/idoLfs influence on the mood of a /x.ijhfiny a/ td, uj/ ie/f aserf lYueiJiye/if/y

and Luiih sensitivity, can create almost any atmosphere, iuhether a cold misty

fMf;rf ]/ng or the steamy heat of the frt;)p/cs.

A/iof/ier /jnporfajK point to reffiemher js fiiai tf 'arm eoiors suggest f/mf objects

are close to the viewer, while cool colors take the viewer's eye further back into the

ptfjf ifinr/. //} ofiier words, coo/ colors will give the illusion of distance.

Color also presenfs the artist with a great opportunity to express his or her

/>erso/ia//iy. /jecause no two artists mix their ct>/fjrs i/i f/Lf/re f/ie satne Lt.iay. Once

yoLf /iciLie deoe/oped yottr a;f/t/ae po/ene. you will have the power to create an

infinite range of mixes to express every tnood and emotion, which will in turn be

cotnfnu/ jicafed fo your atfdk-rice.

Evening in Carlton, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

While this is not a brightly colored painting, all the

colors used strongly indicate the mood and atmosphere

David intended. As the title suggests, this is an

evening scetie, but one ivhich still retains some of the

toarnnh of the day. There is stilt light in the sky,

which is reflected in the buildings and cars, while the

wad is in deep shadow. The shadows are wann and

have their own influence on the scene.
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Developing your personal color sense

Cadmium Cadmium Aureolin Raw
Red Deep Lemon Sienna

Brown
Madder

Quinacridone

Magenta

Burnt

Sienna

Sepia

Cerulean

Blue

Cobalt

Blue

French

Ultramarine

WiNSOR Blue

(Green Shade)

Before we can achieve the effects and emotional

impact we talked about on the previous pages, we
need to have a good sense of color, and develop

die confidence to use color with courage. While

some people are born with an instinctive color

sense, most of us have to develop it through sheer

hard work, just as the majority have to learn

drawing skills simply by continual practice.

You may be wondering how to go about this, but

take heart, it’s not as complicated as you might

think. VCTiat not to do is to go to your local art shop

and buy thirty^ different colors that you feel will cover

every possibility. The result would be total confusion

when you laid diem out before you at home. TTie

best way is to begin a very^ few colors and

practice combining diem on your palette with

different amounts of water. Once these have been

mastered, you can gradually add more colors. In this

way you’ll eventually develop your personal color

palette. As I say to my students, it’s better to have

a few^ good friends dian a host of acquaintances.

T have met and know artists from all around tlie

world, and the people I admire most, like David, are

those who use a limited number of colors -— often

as few as seven or eight. Once you are satisfied and

confident with your own repertoire of colors, it can

be used anywhere you paint in the world, whether

Australia or Norway. AltJiough light conditions will

vary, you will be able to adapt your palette to suit

every possible occasion.

Shown here arc the colors that David uses

regularly, but these as he would admit, are his

own choices and will not necessarily be right for

every artist.

Although we are not going to show pages of

various color mixes, greens seem to be such a

universal problem for artists that we are dedicating

some pages to them.

Anotlier problem area is grays. The thing to

avoid here is mixing grays by watering down black.

Radier, experiment by combining complementary

colors— we’ve shown just a few grays on the

opposite page to get you started, but it’s important

to find your own way by experience, and not

necessarily by relying entirely on other people’s

combinations. Even your grays need to become

personal. However, you can learn a lot about color

by carefully studying David’s paintings in this book.
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This sketch shows how only a few colors need to be

i4sed to produce a satisfying and harmoniom picture.

The colors were Cobalt Blue^ Quinacridone Magenta^

and Aureolin.

Burnt Umber.
Burnt Sienna
and Cobalt

Cerulean
and Burnt Sienna

Sepia.

French Ltltramarine

anrr Magnesium

In this sketch only two colors have been used -

—

orange and blue. Blended together they give a

range ofgrays.

French Ultramarine.

Cerulean and
Cadnuium Orange

Cerulean and
CadtTiium Orange

Quit lacridone
Magenta and

French Ultramarine

Cadmium Orange and
French Uliramartne

Cadmium Orange.
I’Tei id 1 Ultramarjne,
a I id Quinacridone

Magenta

Col>alt Blue.

Haw Sienna anti

Cadmium Red

Set:>*a and
I lookers Green

French Ultramarine

and Burnt Sientia

Coball Blue and
Btirni Sienna

I tookers Green and
Brown Madder

Cadmium C>range French ultramarine

and VVinsor Bkte and Brown Madder

This chart shows a range ofwarm and cool grays.
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The joy of unrestrained color!



j Waterloo Bay, Australia,

^ 11x15” (2S X 3Scm)

Von ni/^/ir say r/iat r/ie co/or David has imrodi/oed ro t/iis

pa infifig goes far beyond the Imiiatiom of nature, but to

uiy mind h is creative color at its best^ Vbt^r eye travels

around the paimingy continually discovering nete areas

of visual entertainment. David must have thoroughly

enjoyed producing the painting and this emotion is

evidenced in every bmshstroke. Study this paiming for

a few minutes and learn.

Sunlight on the Tiber, Rome,
7 X 10” (18 X 25cm)

This painting is an illustration of eveiything we have

been talking about on the previous pages. You 7/ see

the use of cool color to create the illusion of distance,

while the pure color of the bridge itself is almost

dazzling in its imetisity. Here tone has been discarded

in favor of btilliance. The foreground foliage on the

left balatices the composition.
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earn how to mix greens

So many of us have stood with our easel in front

of a beautiful summer landscape and looked at

the glorious greens of nature. Then comes the big

disappointment when we try to translate them in

a watercolor painting— they don’t seem to work

out. Some people^ in dismay, decide to avoid

painting greens altogether. The main problem,

I think, is tliat many of us rely on ready mixed

greens straight from die tube, but the fact is that

these colors, on their own, can never capture the

subtle nuances found in nature. Natural greens

vary enormously, and may contain more yellow

and red warmth than people realize. For example,

the warm glow of reflected sunlight will affect the

hue we see, while conversely, the cool blue of the

sky will definitely affect smooth textured foliage.

Also, some vegetation is light, transparent green

and other greener}^ is dense, dark and opaque.

To make the matter more complex, due to aerial

perspective, greens become paler and bluer as they

recede into the distance. With all these variations

going on, you can’t get away with a quick wash of

Viridian! However, by studying these charts, and

more imponamiy, by using some of the other

colors in your palette, it is possible to be able to

make an impressive range of greens that will do

justice to those wonderful natural greens you see

around you. Both Viridian and Hookers Green, for

example, look entirely unnatural when they come
out of the tube, but when mixed with yellows,

reds, blues or Burnt Sienna, a range of natural

greens can be achieved to meet every need.

Viridion ond Burni Sienna
Viridian and
Raw Sienna

Aurenlin and Hookers Green

Raw Umber and
Hookers Green

Coball and
Raw Sienna

Burni Umber and Burni Sieniia and
Hookers Green I lookers Green

Hookers Green Winsor Blue and
Burni Sienna

Above is a selection ofwarm and transparem greens

varying in strength. Time spent trying these mixes will

be lime well spent. With enough practice^ mixing them

will become almost instinciive.

Cadmium Orange Cadminm Lemon and
and Cerulean Blue French tJIiramarine

Cadmium Orange Cadmium Orange and
and Winsor Blue Frencti Ultramarine

Cfidmiurn Orange
and Hookers Green

c:admium Lemon
and Coball Blue

Cadmium Orange
and Coball Blue

These are more opaque greens, which will add even

more to your rajige. They are pariicularly usefulfor

disiam trees, woodlands and hillsides.



Here you see opaque mixes of three colors blended

on the paper to create complementary harmonies.

Hookers Green c\nd

Winsor Blue

V^'lrididn aiid

Winsor Blue

t:erulean anct

viridian

Cotiali 'Ilirquoise

Burnt Umber and
I lookers Green

Qr I iflao idone Magen ia
and I lookers Green

Sepia and
I lookers Green

Brown Madder and
Hookers Green

You willfind these two color mixes invaluable for

seascapes and those earthy darksfound around old

jettieSj Q}id on rock sea beds.

Waters Edge» Smiths Gully,

11x15^’ (28 X 38cm)

This painting coniains both transparent a?id opaque

green. Analyze the colon for yourselfand decide front

David charts zvhich mixes and blends he might

have itsed. Better still; try to reproduce this painting

yourself^ for practice.

i-renrh Uiirainarine,

Viridian and 1 ia^v S ienna

Winsor Blue. Hookers Green
and Burnt Umljcr

Cadm i 1 1m Orange

.

Hookers Green
and Raw Sienna

c:admttmi Lemon.
Hookers Green

and Cadmium Red

Hookers Green,
Sepia and Ceruic£in

Brown Madder,
t-lookers Grecji

and Winsor Blue

Quinacridone
Magenta.

I lookers Green
and Cohall

.At ireo I in .
Winst>r BJue

and Buml Sienna



After studying the charts on die previous nvo

pagesj let's look now at David’s practical

application of his greens. It may be helpful to

refer back to charts to work out just how he has

achieved these various effects. You’ll notice how
often the greens are enhanced by the use of

complementary colors in adjacent areas*

Autumn Day, Yarra Glen, k

11 X IS" (28x 3Scm) ^

This is a piciure of much subtlety and semhivity. The

compiementaryf reds and mauves are used ihrotighoui

to great effect. Notice how the cool greens in the

distance gradually warm as we move fonvard in the

scene. The color of the muddy zaater has influenced

and distorted the color of the reflections. The areas of

untouched paper are used to coumerchange and add

sparkle to the picture— just look at the tops of the

rocks and the center tree.

Window Secrets, Tarentaal, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

This paintings done in David's ozmiyardy shows a wonderful variety

of greensy painted wet-into~wety with shadozv colors added later.

Notice how the pot painted in complementary Light Red enhances

the surroundhig greens. You 'll see this device used again in the top

left hand comer. The raison d'etre for this painting is the vibrancy

of the various greens.

Mystery in the Courtyard Tarentaal, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

These greens are far more restraoted and subtle than in the paintmg

above, though here again the touches of complementary* color are

important. Compare the overhead creeper on the tap left with the shrub

at bottom righty and you'll see a big difference in color temperature.

It 's so important to get a tniriery ofgreens into your paintings to

prevent the viewer becoming bored.
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All the different greens in action



Colorful shadows in a street scene

This is the sort of subject David tlirives on> busy

streets filled with people, cars and exciting

shadows. From time to time he has exhibitions of

his work at galleries in the Channel Islands and

takes the opportunity to paint scenes around the

various islands. This street scene is in St* Helier,

Jersey. By working quickly, he finished the painting

in one sitting while the light was constant. On
the dry paper he made a simple, straightforward

drawing stating the obvious buildings, boundaries

and broad details only— too much unnecessary

drawing inhibits a fresh result. Then he wetted

both sides of the paper and began painting.

Even in a complex street scene like this many
ingredients can be merged into larger basic

shapes to give overall simplicity.

llie paifirifig is first blocked hi with broad shapes,

which are essentia! to hold the picno'e together in the

beginning and avoid any suggestion of "'birty-ness'"^

After the backgt ound washes are on come the

windozvs, which are touched in freely. Some of them

shoidd have broken edges, which is done by ushtg a

fairly dty brush and a quick stroke.

With the main shapes established, the stronger tones

and details are put in. However, the word detail is

fraught with danger. Details should be pul in with

speed and courage, avoiding tightness. Make sure

that some of the colors mix on the paper, rather than

your palette— look how much this has happened on

the dark shop windozvs at the end of the street.

Noiv it's lime for the figures andfinishing the cars,
j

Remember to keep the heads small and the bodies

tall. Finally, the main overall shadozvs are added.

(Work out beforehand exactly where these shadotos

should be, then take a deep breath and put them in

quickly and decisively.) The shadoius seem to pull the

whole picture together. Compare the last two stages.
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RivoH Corner, St. Helier^ 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)
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The Harborside, Honfleur, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

This little fishing port in France is a magnet for artists everywhere. It is full of

boats^ cafes^ throngs of holidaymakers and dancing color and David has made
the most of it! The color of the water has really set the scene^ andfrom it one

imagines a cloudless blue skyK The rich shadows under the bright orange and blue

atmings suggest sunshine. Areas of untouched paper give sparkle to the fishing

boatSy and there is still more color on the green tarpaulins. The dark reflections in

the water accentuate the bright quayside.

Reaching for the Sky, Melbourne, 15 x 22" (38 x 56cm) ^
David's instinctively creative use of color has transformed what could have been

an ordinan.} street scene. The liberal use of mauve on top of a warm under layer

has given life to the road surface. Notice that the same mauve has been repeated

behind the parked cars on the rights and on the shadow sides of the buildings.

The rich wei-into-wet treesj also on the rights have been further enhanced by the

bright red blossoms. The same red has been repeated in one of the carsy and one of

thefiguresy to provide unity. Do look toOy at the parked cars and the incredibly

simple way of treating them.

!
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Color magic on both sides of the world
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1

Enhancing your paintings with warm and cooi coiors
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Low Tide Salcombej 11 x 15“ (28 x 38cm)

This is a greai example ofhow David has adianced

his colors beyond whai is acrnally in the scene. IX^iiie

Slid bemg iruc lo ihe spirii of die scenes he has injected

more in the way of visual pleasure. In reality^ the

foreground beach is basically warm ochre^ but the

distribution of the cool gray/gi-een and blues brings

out the warmth even more. 7/ see a variation of

this technique in the foreground buildings on the left.

As the picture recedes into the distance David has

deliberaidy cooled and simplified the greens of the

background grass and trees to accentuate the depth.

The dark^ contrasted area of the top of the harbor

steps has become the focal point.

On the Move, St. Malo,

15 X 11“ (38 X 28cm)

While this is seemingly a straightforward street

scene^ David's use of rich, contrasting colors at the

bottom right has filled the picture with viiality.

Cover this area up and you'll see how important it

is. It is extremely unlikely that such a riot of color

zvas there at the time, but this creative use of color

ami contrast is there for all of us to use ifwe have

the courage. Note the playing down of the building

at the end of the street to give a definite depth of

distance. The wann shadows in the street, painted

in the diy brush technique, are also important.

Darling Downs, Queensland,

11x15“ (28 X 38cm)

This typically Australian scene is full of sharply

contrasting tone and color. What takes this painting

out of the ordinat^^ is the deliberate exaggeration

of the color range. The dark greens and yellows of

the foreground begin to cool dozvu in the middle

distance, and the cool range of delicate mauves takes

over. This is so vividly paimed— and yet so much

is left to the imagination, giving the viewer a host

ofpossibililies. 7b keep unity in the painting the

mauves have been repeated throughout, from the

foreground building to the completely believable sky.
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Tune in to colorful street scenes

When wandering around the streets of any town or

city, let color be your guide. Tune in visually to the

colors that surround you* Select an area and tr\' to

see it as a finished painting filled with rich color

and light* For example, take this scene; David was

walking in the streets of Cefalu, in Sicily where he

was teaching* It was a warm day and there was a

holiday atmosphere. His eye was caught by the red

tablecloths and colorful shirts, made dramatic by

the strong shadows. An added advantage was that

he clearly had models who were content to stay

there for some time enjoying their coffee and the

friendly company*

After compktiug a simple drawings niany of the

lighter tones of the background are added, making

sure that there is plenty of variety of color in the

stonework, and leaving untouched paperfor the

umbrellas. The tablecloths are painted in a mixture

ofCadmium Red and Razo Sienna, Cadmium

Orange is also used to provide warm color m
sujTounding areas. The figures are also indicated

during this stage.

Colors used

Anreolin, Razv Sienna, Cadmium Red, Cadmiiun

Orange, Brozvn Madder, French Ultramarine,

Cobalt Blue and Sepia.

Strong shadows in the doorways ajui under the

umbrellas give power to the desigti, and the table legs

and chairs are swiftly indicated with the rigger.

Now the rest of the shadows are added, which

bring the picture to life by emphasizing ail the light

colors. Shadows must always be fresh, spomaneous

and coloifid, but never ovenvorked.
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Time for Coffee, Cefalu, (Sicily), 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)
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C I I A P T E

Spontaneity
and movement

77te.Sf' ftt'o uiords. .s/jo/ifttnctiy anr/ fiKnr/rienf. are //Tfer/or/<ed in pa/finntj. One
promoirs the oilier But hoiu do tee cftptttre this eiusice (tuuiny. U'ti/ioai it our

p( 7inf//Ky.s .seem peclcs/na/i tt/it/ /tret/tefttbie. lackiny exeifeme/)f no /naffer hou>

/7iut7) ef>/or is put into titnn. One f/j//K; is for certaiit — you raiyi Jake spo/i/aneifty.

77 i(T(" is no easy way out. "What if I just pc//7 ifed /aster?", you may say. Sorry,

but it is not as easy as that, lour />ai/ifj/ips (t!on/f( f/ien |a.sf look careless. So.

im afraid you are in for a lony, Itard ride— s/ionrane/ip ea/i /le f/me co/isu/n/np,'

Reai s/jonfane/iy can only l)e achieved by consistently haitdiiity the />n(s7i teif/i

cotyidence. deliberatiort aitd coiniictiott. speed of a/>/i//ea//on is imporiaiv, but

it Itas to be speed comiyited u'itit hard earned skitt. That skill oitly comes wheit

you have thorouyhiy mastered your materials throuyh years of constant practice.

Padua Market, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

This a paiiithtg full of cotirrasi— rhe comrast of the

large backgroutid buildings against the white awnings

of the market, and the contrast of the cool muted

colors of the same buildings against the hot, vivid

hues of the produce in the right foreground. Overall

however, the whole painting is full of spontaneity and

movement because of the way the crowds are handled,

with the figures merging and constantly overlapping.

A rough color pattern of the scene.
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Shown on these two pages are four exampJcs of David’s work painted in a

particularly spontaneous style. Studying them as a group may help you to

analyze his free approach. As your eye goes from one to another, you can

see his shorthand method of suggesting such things as windows, roofs^

walls and figures,

\X^en you are painting in this style, with quick brush movements, a

window or a door may appear out of line, or a curve misplaced, and the

temptation is to stop and correct it with another stroke— don’t. Wait until

the completion of the painting and then decide if anything needs attention.

It probably won’t — the eye quite happily take in the impression as a

whole, whereas corrections will stand out like a sore thumb.

Summer Gold, Bay Street, Brighton, 8 x 10” (20 x 25cm)

This very simple pattem of colors and toms gives a wonderful impression ofgaiety

and vitality. Particularly effective are the strong darks against the vibrant yellow

of the trees. The cars are again indicated with great economy^ and yet they are

totally believable.

Town Square, Norcia, Umbria, 10x12” (25 x 31cm)

The simplicity of treatment here is so deceptive— it looks as though anyone could

do it. However^ a painting like this demands enartnous restraint and discipline

from the artist. Take the people for example^ separately some of them might not

work buti coUectiveiyy ihey^re entirely convincing. Look at the importance of the

tonef and color of the shadow across the street.



A Salute to Dinan^ S x 10" (20 x 25cm)

The autumnal shades and warm tones of the buildings set the atmosphere

of the sunlit square. While the statue has been pm in with simplicity and

directness. It 's the bottom right comer that Ifind most exciting. Adjacent

to the black and white figure are placed some lovely touches of red^ blue

and pink^ which are entirely satisfying. The entire picture has been

beaunfully harmonized.

Life Along the Sea Wall, 10 x 14" (25 x 36cm)

What makes this picture so forcefid^ is the tremendous richness

ajid variety in the green of the trees. This is further emphasized

by the simple treatment of the sunlit beach. The sea wall is

treated with simple competencey zuhile the calligraphy of the

railmgs and touches of red and blue complete the scene.
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Portraying the bustle of an English

The drawmg having been completed^ light washes of

warm color go in. Burnt Sienna^ Brown Madder^

Raw Sienna^ together with complementary cool

bluesy go in wet-inio-weL

The painting is well under way^ and the time has

come for David to establish the main broad shapeS:,

covering the surface quickly as possible and

leaving all details until later.

The awning and the activity need to be established.

It is necessary^ to get the figures in very quickly, as

they movedfaster than his brush! You can see some

lost andfound edges, where David has allowed the

green awning to bleed into the red in the darks behind

the figures. Sepia, Burnt Umber and Cadmittm Red

are the colors used.

During David's last visit to the UK, the main

purpose of which was to allow time for us to work

together on this book, he also took the opportunity

to tour various parts of England. In Somerset, he

was delighted to discover Linton, and soon set up

his easel in the main street of this charming towm.

He was attracted by the color and strength of the

subject and felt that the passing shoppers and

stationary vehicles added impact and excitement

to the general atmosphere. This first instinct was

right. Fm sure you will agree that the final result

is full of rich color and movement.

Aiost of the paper is covered and David beguis work

on the right side, putting in the parked vehicles and

swrounding tones.



street scene Linton Shoppers, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

Thefinal shadow^ madefrom French Uhramaritte

and Brown Madder, compiles the paiming.





Getting Ready, Sark, 12 x 1 T* (31 x 2Scm)

There are no cars allowed on the liny island ofSark jo horses are imporianL This

painting describes the activity swrounding a draft hone as it is harnessed up and

put between the shafts of a cart. The spontaneuy lies in the figures and the horsey

which are indicaied with qukky light strokes that suggest movemenL

Raining, Tidal River, Australia, 15 x 22" (38 x 56cm)

This is a wet-into-imt picture leiih the zchole paper being thoroughly soaked before

beginning painting. After the sky is finished the distant blue hills are put in with

richer paint— the exact timing of this is always an educated guessy but experience

plays a large part. The neareCy zcarmer brown hill is painted with ever richer pamt

as the paper dries. The river is tackled nexty with the tree reflection put in first and

the right foreground added in zvarm sienna of increasing strengrlr

Following the Shadows, Rome, 15 x 11" (38 x 28cm)

The most important thing about this paiming is the great difference of color

temperature betzeeen the distant city and the foreground buildings of this sunlit

streeL The delicate mauves of the background are high keyy suggesting a misty

morningy whereas the dark tree provides a sharp eounterchange with the building

on the left. David has introduced many other colors into this areOy wet-into-zvety to

provide visual entenainment, and the shadozv colors added to the sunlit street are

also varied. The entire painting is spontaneouSj full of lighty and punctuated by the

dark but freshly indicated figures.



Spontaneous brushwork in the Channel Islands

Shopping in the Rain, Columberie,

11 X 7 Vi" <28 X 19cm)

The mood of this paiming is dictated by the cool colors of

the sky and the foreground streeL The sky still looks rainy^

andyet the sun is almost breaking through onto the light

buildings in the middle distance. The lower one-third of the

painting looks somber, with umbrellas, dark figures, and

the cool tones of the street. The only relief is the white van,

which becomes the main object of interest. The bmshwork

throughout is spontaneous and lively, yet David still

manages to convey the aimosphere to match the title.

Reflections at La Haule, Jersey, .

11 X 15" (28x 38cm) ^

There's a wonderful lesscm to be learnedfrom David's use of

while paper, especially when notice how he has placed

darks next to the whites to give maximum impacL This is

a delicate composition, with beautifully transparent washes

put in zoith fast, spontaneous movement of the whole

artn, rather than workingfrom the wrist. Spontaneity is

everywhere throughout the painting, from the soft wet-into-

wel background hills, to the subtle touches of strong, dark

color exactly where it's needed. Adany different lechttiques

have been used here, but zvith an overall economy ofstroke

— you zviU notice wet-into-wet, dry brush, calligraphy zoith

the rigger, even the inclusion of tiny dots, which in isolation

zvouid be meaningless, but as pan of the whole create a sense

of immediaty.
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Arcade, Sorrcma, Italy, 15 x 22** (38 x 56cm)

/ freeiy aJrnir fhar I really iove ihis pamnng, ii^s full

of vifaliiy and spontaneity. The freshness appears

deceptively simple and direct^ tnaskittg the expertise

on which it is based. But believe $ne, it *s far more

difficult to achieve this effect than to painstakingly

draw every* window and door. The use of untouched

white paper is masterly^ never obvious, but aheayn

strategically placed^ scorning the use of masking fluid.

The tight foreground is worth studying carefully. So

much is suggested with sofew strokes- The awning,

scarves, ties and all the other gift shop wares are

merely hinted at, giving the viewer the opportunity

to participate. Xotice how this area is balanced by the

rich, varied greens of the tree on the left. David has

used counterchange, the dark cars against the light

building, to enhance the brightness of the scene. This

picture perfectly Hhistratcs even*thing we^ve tried to

say in this chapter.



N4ood and movement in a busy street

The Archway^ San Gimignano,

15x11^' (38 X 28cm)

In ihc finuhed painting you Y/ see that more cohr is

added to the street surface and further definition given

to the buildings.

This incredibly ancient and bcamiful walled town in

Tuscany, fanuyus for its towers^ contains a wealth of

subject matterfor the artist. In this first stage the

paper is thoroughly dampened and the main basic

shapes put it zvith a big brush, David has used plenty

of zeet-inw-wet technitfue, but is raking care to leave

some zvhites for later me.

Now the paper has dried, giving the opportunity of

putting in hard edged darks. David has made use of

dry bmsh techttiqne in various spots, and the figures

arc loosely indicated. The original white areas now

haz^e more meaning.
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Reflections^ Commercial Arcade^

11 X IS" (28 X 38cm)

This street scene in Guentsey absoiutely typifies both

spontaneity and nwvejnent in waiercolor. It portrays

action in the street^ zoith the figures dodging the

puddles — yon can almost hear the splashes and

raindrops. The economic reflections tell the slojy^ as

do the huddled shoulders of the figures. The goods

in the vanons shops are merely hinted at with warm

colors and plenty of darks. The understatement in the

top right corner keeps the eye concenirated on the

moving street below. Speed of applicanon contributed

to the success of this painting.

Narrow Street in Italy^

11x7" (28 X IScm)

This exciting study done veiy quickly relies on

enormous contrast to produce impact. It *s a

U-shaped composition with the darkj warm

aftcr?won shadozvs making the light on the

buildings at the end of the street look positively

da^^zling. The speed and confidence with

which doorsj windows and balconies have

been hinted at give the feeling of spontaneity.

Notice the in which the three posts have

been treated as negative spaces, foith the

shadozv painted quickly around them.

Fleeting Momentj New South Wales,

11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)

Although a complete contrast in subject matterfrom

the other two paintings here, this again was painted

quickly, on the spot. David was trying to get the

feeling of the afternoon breeze 5^^ the angle of the

brushstrokes movingfrom one side to the other,

showing the actual direction in which the zvind was

blowing. Spontaneity therefore, is used to give

e.Kcitemem to an othenvise static landscape. Notice

hozv the eye is attracted to the left middle distance

where there is an area of ma.xinium contrast.
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Racing the weatlier!

Wlicn David came over to England to work on this

book, he asked me to give him a list of my favorite

painting spots — Porlock Weir was definitely

number one. Wchin a few hundred yards there are

dock gates, thatched cottages, boats of every type,

all surrounded by hillsides, and with evcr>*thing

changing throughout the day as the tide ebbs and

flows* Also, no one seems to bother you while

youVe painting. David has decided to concentrate

on one elderly boat that has been left high and dr>^

by the tide. His palette consists of Cobalt Blue,

French Ultramarine, Burnt Sienna, Raw Sienna,

Quinacridone Magenta, Aureolin, Sepia and

Hookers Green.

Light washes for the lightest tones

The firsi iighi wash is laid in from the lightest tone on

semi-damp paper. The sky is a mixture of two blueSf

with Quinaendone Alagenta and Burnt Sienna used

to gray the sky darks. The middle ianes are then

added. Notice how the leaning boat has been isolated

to gain maximum imeresi and contrasL

Focusiiig on subject

Now the general colors are added to the boat, 77ie

warm tones being Biirwf Sienna and Aureoim^ and

the cool colors Cobalt, French Ultramarine and

Qidnacndone Afagema for the cabin. The boar now
commands focus and the only things needed are final

details and balance.

Adding important accents

The bmsh works quickly to deepen the reflections and

sky, and to put in accents in the water on the right.

The colors arc intensified using Bunn Sienna and

French Ultramanne for the accents.
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The Leaning Survivor, Porlock Weir, Somerset, 11x15" {28 x 38cm)

The finished paiming is notv dn* and suggests the atmosphere of threatening rain while the

boat lies quietly. In this case^ spontaneity was important because the deteriorating weather

meant that the painting had to be finished quickly.



Bringing vitality to street scenes



The Blue Blinds, AIM, 11x16^* <28 x 41cm)

The impaa of color brings this scene to life. The blue blinds

against the red^ ahhough unexpected^ lend vitality. Aided

by the va riety of street signs, the eye is drazon inimediately

to the green umbrella against the dark background. The

waiting cars have been painted with authority and again

add lo the movemenr of the scene. The figures, although

merely hinted at, are thowughly convincing. Notice how

the shadows have been painted in with single, rapid strokes

to give thein transparency and spontaneity.

Busy Traffic, 14x10" (36 x 25cm)

The mood of this pahitmg is cvnipletely different frotn the

scene on the opposite page. Here the street appears much

more busutesslike atidformal. Even the weather seems

mured, possibly because of the different selection of colors.

I particularly like the wet-into-wet trees and the background

running into the loose treatment of the buildings. The white

car against the dark background becomes the focal point of

the picture. Notice how the color of the red car is repeated

elsezvhere to presewe unity. The resaved white paper also

plays its part in providing vitality.



Dancing Shadows^ St, Aubin*s, 10 x 14'* (25 x 56cm)

This painting uses an entirely different approach, but still ^

contains the importanj ingredient of immediacy. Everything here

has a sharp clarity, and yet there is still room for the viewer to me
their imagination in its interpretation. Bavid has used the white

untouchedpaper in many areas of this painting and, as he often

does, uses strong dark colors adjacent to them, to heighten the

impact. The scene contains great examples ofaltemaiing color,

as in the areas ofpink/white and gray/whiie across the painting.

The entire picture is held together by the strong mauve shadows.

Blowing up a Storm, 14 x 18“ (36 x 46cm)

This IJ a weidnto-wet extravaganza— almost a happening!

It enormousfun to do a painting like this. The paper needs to

be thoroughly zvetted on both sides andyou need w attack it with

strong color, because the wet paper naturally dilutes eveiyibing

you put on it You need to work from back to fronty starting with

the sky and movingforward to the bottom of the page. Once the

main washes are put in, the trees are indkated with paint straight

from the tube, which will of course soften when dry.

Summer Mood, Yarra Glen, 10 x 14” (25 x 36cm)

The wetdnto^zoet here is more controlled and the use ofthe hard

edges changes the mood completely. Here the atmosphere is hot

and sunny, which is achieved mainly frj the heightened color

and variety of tom. The foregnnmd trees have been painted both

we(~mtO’'Wet, and later, wet on dry. This is a virtuoso performance

ofgreat joy, and / mould love to hazie it on my wall.
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Spontaneity in three different moods
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Showcase
T77js sec(/on of i/ie hook inciudes a co//er//on / Taylor's recav ivork.

Imaginf liiof you are in a yc?//(Ty uiM.c/ng Dou/dS luork. /ju( insiead of a fleeting

visit, you have all the Unte in the world to study i/k'

T

hiJik of me as your

guide who. as tve go froir} picture to picuire. will attempt to highlight the /x)/n(.s

./'rouj u’/)idi we can all learn. It may he color contrast, couiverchange. or simply

i/ie way our eye is ied into the paintitKj. Your /nuoiucmrnf is important. You'll

probably need to move backwards and foavards from caption ro puj/7(/ng several

times. This chapter is just as much a learniiKj experience C7S f/ie rest of the book.

find jusr as /nudi fo he enjoyed.

St- Aubin’s Harbor
j Jersey,

22 X 30^' (56 X 76cm)

This is a paimmg abow comrasts of technique. The

shaip contrast of the boats against the harbor wail

inwiediaiely arrracts the eye because of the rich colors

stich as we see in the ntiusual greens in the tarpauHns.

As we move further into the painting the houses and

background hills create arc of soft^ nnaedy cool color.

Notice how the small area of ochre on the right of

the painting is repeated in the gixmp of buildings in

the center backgwnmlj creatutg a sense of unity.
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iscover the joy of painting in the market place
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A Bargain Hunting— Albl,
* 11x15" (28 X 38cm)

The backgrouud buildings here have been ireared

wuh soft siniplicity ami deliberately restrained

color. They are used merely as a foilfor (he

foregrotmd scene. The foreground has been put in

ivith great generosity. There is great richness of

color and contraSL First look at that bine — it ^s

almost full strength. There is spomaneiry in the

stance of the figures, showing their eagerness to

find a bargain. Notice how David has used (he

white paper to great effect.

What^s Cooking^ The Market^ St* Peter

Port, 15 X II" (38 X 2Scm)

in contrast to the othet^^ ttvo scenes^ here zve have an

indoiw market. This is a strong L-shapcd composition

with the venical column on the left being balanced by

the figures on the right. It ’s so impimant to be able to

indicate convincingfigures, zvhile at the same time

create them zaith the fast, free smykes that are essential

in providing thefeeling ofspontaneity and moziement.

There are no shortcuts. Only after months ofpractice

millyon achieve that apparently nonchalant approach.

Notice too, the richness and vaticiy ofcolor in the really

dark passages— it^s so easy to be lac^y and make them

boring and monotonous.

The Market — Albi, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

Another comer of the same market we see on the

opposite page gives us an unusual contrast with

the use ofCadmium Red in halfand full strength.

Here we see the scene in close up. The composition

is excellent. Notice the way the darks are

balanced against each other. Although the figures

have been loosely indicated, they give a feeling of

activity ami purpose to the scene. So skillfully are

they portrayed that (he viewer is left with a strong

impression of zvhat (hefigures are wearing and

what they are abouL
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A Walk in St- Maio, 14 x 10" (36 x 25cm)

exckes me about this paiutiug is the loay that

David has indicated theforeground area with such

authority. There ^s also a gt^eat of recession

achieved by cooling dozen the colors towards the back of

the picture. The mitouched paper is used in a masterly

way. Notice how each of these areas has a dark tone

adjacent to it^ which lends freshness and excitement to

the painting. Notice the simple way in zvhich dty brush

has been used to indicate the windozus.

Jersey Landscapes 11 x 15" (28 x 3Scm)

This distant view ofJersey is beautifullyframed by the foregtvund trees. The eye

is led into the distance by the various layers of tone and color. Notice hozo the

roofs of the buildings are conmerchanged 3̂ ' the dark trees. The overall impression

is of a warm day in summer viewedfrom the shade of the trees just outside our

vision. The painting is given added interest 63^ the cool colors in the distance.

Route to St. Marco, Rome 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

7'his painting is about the rich contrasts of strong greens in the trees zvith the darks

and lights of the traffic and pedesnians. Look at the way the cars on the left are

merely dark and light shapes against each olhert and yet they are completely

convincing. The background buihiiugs have been put in with an interesting subtlety

of color. David doesiTt use masking fluid, but manipulates untouched paper with

freedom and incredible skilL
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Down to the Sea, Greve De Lecq, Jersey,

10 X 14" (25 X 36cm)

Here we see strong use of chy brush in the foregronmiy,

fyainied in rich^ tvann cohrs. The diy brush has been

dragged across the surface leaving these exciting

suppled strokes. The same technique has been used in

the distaticej hut this time to convey the impression

of highlights on water. The strong headlartd on the

left of the painting has been indicated using a loaded

brush
f
yet the area retains much subtlety of color.

The foreground mauves and leracottas harmonize

beautifully with the adjacent light reds^ adding a

sense of unity to the scene.

Rounding a Corner, Le Bugue,

14 X 10" (36 X 25cm)

This is one ofmy favorite street scenes— it gives me a

zvarm and satisfied feeling each time I look at it. This

may be due to the zvay the strongs zvarm mauve shadows

of the street contrast so well zuith the subtle colors of the

buildings. Ihe eye is taken inunediately to the cream

colored car beautifully contrasted against ihe dark shop

windozu. As we move further back into the scene, notice

how at the end of the street the tones are more subtle

and delicate, ghing a feeling of distance. The cars are

important. Tty covering them up and notice hotv the

picture immediately loses some of its vitality. The figures

too, are well placed atid have their own part to play.
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Smiths Gully, Tarentaal, 14x21" (36 x 53cm) River Barges, Paris, 14x21" (36 x 53cm)

The Joregroimd water has teen treated zvith great simplicity. The brushwork has

given it the ntood of a busy and eomtatttly disturbed stretch of river. The barges

a 7id other river craft are econojuicaifyj but well indicated^ and enliven the scene

with their rich blues and 7cds. As the scene recedes the trees become closer together^

giving a strong sense of distance. Notice the delicacy of the bridges and koto they

contrast with the robustness of the barges.
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Creating different moods in water



Sunlight and Shadow^ Dinan,
10 X 14" (25 X 36cm)

The whole paiming seems lo revolve around the

bright yellow wall in the middle distance. TJth

is becaitse David has surrounded it with sirongy

wanii darks. The darks are important because

they shozv up the mvnings and the figures. The

treatment here is loose andfresh throughout^ yet

there is a strong impression of a medieval town.

As you look at the painting you'll notice added

touches of strongf^ rich colot), that enliven the

painting considerably. The foreground tables

and chairs are so authentic^ while the foreground

shadozvs are pm in szuifily with dn^ brush.

Fisherman’s Haven, Chioggia,

10 X 14" (25 X 36cm)
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How bright spots of color can add excitement



Moorings
j
Dinan, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

This is a strong and vigomus imtercolo}\ with the

background trees used to pick out the profile of the roofs.

The reflections of the trees are painted very loosely with

real courage^ and they indicate wateJ\ with just the right

amount of mavetnent. The isolated patches of bright blue

and red are in just the light place to make that area the

focal pohit. Just tty covering them up zvith yourfinger

and notice how }nuch of the impact of the painting is lost

zvithout that color.

Out Come the Blinds, St, Malo,

15 X 11" (38 X 28cm)

By now you V/ have realized that street scenes are one of

David ^s favorite subjects^ and they show how well he can

suggest so much with so few strokes. For instance^ look at

that row of cars and the apparently casual stroke made for

each. Howeverf zve can really learn from the odd bright

Touches of orange^ bluej and yellow scattered among the

more subdued colors of the buildings. Notice too^ rhar the

shadozus across the street are not dull grayj but a subtle

mauve. Don V love that casual young man in the

white shin on the right?



Tackling panoramas
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Tortevel Skyline, Guernsey, 11 x 15" (28 x 38cm)

This painting is aii abotu a distant town with light shining on

the rooftops. This was done by usingfairly strong colors leaving

untouched paper for the roofs. The impression is of one of those

very} clear days after rain where there is not much recession in the

distance. However^ by using zvarmetj darker colors nearer the

front, everything still zoorks. Notice the vety subtle pink of the

foreground rooft complemented by the adjacent green grass and

the road, which always helps to take the eye into the painting.

Rolling Hills, Smiths Gully, 11 x IS" (28 x 38cm)

This painiing, near David ^s home, gives an impression of

enormous depth and space. It is a picture of high summer, the

nearby golden hills are contrasted against the blue and mauve of

the unendirtg distance. This painting was begun at the back wet-

imo-wet, merely hinting at the various planes and zooods. Then the

rich foreground greens, are indicated with more pozaer, more paint,

and more deiail. It is really worth practicingfor yourself The far

distance is vety subtle and the water content is vety sensitive.

Painting a subject that goes back miles, while

exciting, presents its own difficult challenge. On
a flat piece of paper youVe somehow got to give die

impression of enormous space and depth. It's all

done with warm and cool colors and tone, working

from the furthest distance to the nearest foreground.

The Sweeping Coastline of San Juan, Jersey,

11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)

Otice the sky is completed the disiam horizon is indicated

by quick, simple strokes of dryf bnish color to suggest

texture. Aiovhig forward the trees and counterchanged

houses are in datizer, but comparatively cool color.

From there to the foreground the color is ivanned up

with richer greens and pinks. The shoreline itself has a

strong S-shape, zohich takes the eye strongly into the

distance. Notice how the darkest, richest green has been

restricted to the foreground.



Pathway through the Pines, Varra Gleti,

15x11" (38 X 28cm)

This painled in o?te ofAimralia^s zvinc regions

and is all about stark comrasts^ The rich^ dark pine

trees in the foreground are exciting^ as they conn asr

strongly against the white hut. The zuhite edges to the

trunks are also hnponantj but the trees reallyfonn a

frame to show the exquisite colors and treaWient of the

distant scenej which is masterly in its simpliehy and

subtlety. Looking back to the pines on the left^ the

way they have been strongly indicated with so fezo

strokes is a lesson for us alL

Life in Chioggia, ^
11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)
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Fainting in high and low key



Passage De La Grande Hcrmines, St. Malo,

11 X 15" (28 X 38cm)

What makes this panning so speciai is the way David has

exploited the light shapes against the dark. Look at the tops o/ the

awningsf the balconies on the lefty and most of all the washing

hanging acrms the street. This has been done freely without using

maskingJhtid. Notice that when he has added the bright colors

each one is repeated in another part of the pamring to achieve

unity. Look at the dark red on the figure attd the bright green of

the awning. The white chairs have been added with gouache.

j All Tied Up, St* Aubins, Jersey,
*

11 X 15" {2Sx3Scm)

This is a very high key painiing using thin color

washes and a range of tonal valuesy

especially in the background, which evokes the

feeling of looking uito the light on a misty

morning. Note the way the guy ropes holding the

boats link the background to the foreground. The

harbor zDall on the far left takes the eye into ike

painting and along the quay where David has

portrayed the strongest contrasL

Reflections, Salcombe, 15 x 11" (38 x 28cm)

This is a fairly low key painting in which David has

used a very limited paleue offour colors — French

Ultramarine, Cadmium Orange, Burnt Sienna and

Cobalt Blue. He has managed to convey a sense of

distance and mysteryr here. However, the way he has

handled the water deserves attennon— the treatment

is more complex than usnaL He has first gradated

the general surface to give depth, and some of the

darks have been put in zvith soft wet into wet. After

allowing the surface to dryf, he has added further dark

strokes, includuig some diy brush in the foreground.
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Getting maximum power and richness in watercolor

Clouds Over Elizabeth Castle, Jersey, 11 x 15'* (28 x 38cm)

This a vety powerful paimifig of contrasis. David has used a subtle background

of wei-iuTo-wef sky and on lop of this he has placed the strong silhonerred shape

of the castle with all its color and coumerchange. In from of this he has created

masses of texture and light indicating the rocky our^crops at low tide. This latter

is an excellent example of the maximum use of the dry brush technique, li really

worth studying and experimenting with.

Fishermans Haven, Chioggia, 11 x 15'* (28 x 38cm)

This fishing portjust south of Venice has long been a favoute venue for artists

from all over the world. Both David and I have taught watercolor there for

^^InternationalA rtist magazine. Evciything happens in this one-mile long canal.

Beautiful buildings zvith airheSj graceful bndges^ and hundreds of mooredfishing

boats. It almost stops your heart when you first see it. The shapes of the boars seem

to merge with the stonework of the buildings. Ifeel David has completely captured

the bustle^ sparkle, a?id magic of the port with ver^f limited strokes.
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